As the last days of March continue to roll by, and Beer-Belly Charizard flying in to rescue Link, the inherent safety of Ben Zhang Pass has come into question. Secretary of Interior Ben has adamantly been promoting his theories... “It’s a Trap!” But yet, the clever tricks of the Bread Cart Militants cannot be ignored-- officers recommend performing an acorn test to ascertain the trap-ness of the situation. Call in the WoodChucks!

In Brief:
❖ News from Hyrule: Link has suddenly resolved to kill Ganondorf over and over-- we fear the worst: a severe case of Brett Cancer!
❖ It appears that Grandma Schubert took down Dilanese City with one swipe of her loving oven mitts. Her attack was super-effective.
❖ A Joe w/o Pizza has been discovered! Run for the hills everyone! Have your Warp 8 bug lanterns ready!
❖ Operation Water Bottle was a success! At last, something that Brian couldn’t BLOCK! Pile o’ Bedding ftw!
❖ Warning! A Christosaurodon Sopho-aqua-morphocus has been spotted in the waters of the Great Dino Sea! (Stay tuned for next week’s episode of Shark Week)
❖ Nikita (as spoken in native Larsonian tongue) has launched an investigation into the whereabouts of Ming Ming and Mong Mong. Ding Dong, who’s there?
❖ Gromer Nation was divided this week-- to go to Real Dinner with Fake Brian, or Fake Dinner with Real Bryan... obviously it required Extreme RPS to settle the issue.

Announcements:

Brett’s Gone This Weekend
Seeing as he forgot to leave his door open, it would appear that the stadium seating will be closed for those intending to watch the Leaf of Justice.

Wooly Poetry Competition
That’s right! It’s time to write! Random poetry, deploy! See the wooly editor if you are in need of ideas (I got plenty).

1st Place: Your very own 7” x 9” victorious sheep picture
2nd Place: A laminated piece of cardboard
3rd Place: A ticket signifying that you beat Kenny

Notes: Keep it clean and beware of rampaging wildebeest.
Operation Paulus Set in Motion
His llama-riding days at an end, and the world’s water buffalo population running wild, Paulus the Liberator has chosen to settle down and work his way up the competitive cutthroat corporate ladder that makes up the Dining Hall staff. After being overshadowed and thoroughly embarrassed by Ming Ming’s superior performance as Employee of the Month competition, month after month, the Paulus One has found the perfect window of opportunity. With Sexy G on vacation, The Paulus One, (a.k.a. Sexy J) plans to activate his secret weapon: The Harvest Bar... ... ... ... of Justice. And only then, by harnessing his skills in Advanced Llama Splattering Techniques, he will finally be able to send the message to Ming Ming: to Get Line or Get Out.

When Sexy Grandpa returns in glory to a Roman Fanfare, he shall find his kingdom in ruins and his T-Shirts being ceremoniously burned in a Runge-Kutta Dance. Lord Paulus and the Harvest Bar of Justice shall have taken over the Petting Zoo Side, and Ming Ming will be pouting outside amongst the United Smoker Coalition. Such is Life. Such is Jeff.

Source of Whale Beachings Uncovered

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!